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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

This is our first issue for 2017 and what a year it promises to be!

The improvement of operational efficiency will be key and ground
segment advances are instrumental for making this possible as

Let me begin by thanking APSCC and its members for selecting me

explained in detail by each our contributing writers.

as its new President and for the opportunity to serve APSCC and
the satellite industry.

Lluc Palerm, Senior Analyst, NSR provides us with a 10 year perspective on the growth and revenue projections for ground seg-

We would all like to thank our outgoing president, Paul Brown-

ment manufacturing for both global and Asian markets.

Kenyon, who, during his 2 years in the role led initiatives to revitalize our organization, bring new space players into the conference

Steve Good, Senior Vice President, Premium Enterprise, Comtech

and expand our focus to promoting our industry to university stu-

EF Data examines ground platform solutions that are designed to

dents and young professionals in the hope of enticing some of

be “future-proof,” contending that this will give satellite service

them to carry our industry forward in the years to come.

providers the flexibility to allow multiple future business models to
be provided on platforms installed today.

This month our magazine is devoted to the satellite ground sector.
While many of us tend to focus on space segment and transponder

Dave Rehbehn, Vice President of the International Division at Hughes

leases as well as satellite manufacturing and launch services, the

Network Systems identifies the most significant areas of improve-

ground sector business is significantly larger than all of these

ment as ”more efficient forward and return channel operation; the

other sectors combined, grossing US$ 59B vs $34B in 2015 accord-

introduction of high-density gateways; more powerful remote termi-

ing to SIA. Put even more starkly, the transponder leasing business

nals; community VSAT solutions; increased cellular backhaul capacity;

had revenues of US$12B compared with the ground segment

and enhanced virtual network operator (VNO) capabilities.”

equipment business revenue of $59B, a difference of nearly 5
times.

If you want to understand the tremendous progress our colleagues
are making in ground segment equipment and software develop-

This issue of our magazine assesses the technological advances on

ment read on!

the ground and how this is making our industry far more competitive then ever. Indeed, as Stuart Daughtridge, Vice President,

Finally, we would like to wish all of you and yours a wonderful,

Advanced Technology, Kratos notes in his article: “The satellite

healthy and prosperous New Year.

industry will be able to enter new markets and services from which
they were previously economically excluded….”

Gregg Daffner
President, APSCC
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New Developments in Ground Systems
Steve Good, Senior Vice President, Premium Enterprise, Comtech EF Data

With High Throughput Satellite (HTS) options becoming reality, the term “future proof” is thrown around in
marketing materials and presentations without much in the way of definition or clarity on what it means for a
ground platform to truly be ready for tomorrow’s satellite communications landscape. One thing that is clear is
the fact that service providers must look into their futures and build their differentiated service offerings on a
ground platform that enables them to meet the upcoming demands of their end users while unleashing the
potential that HTS promises at the appropriate time. Another certainty is the fact that the performance and
commercial demands of the satellite network will continue to increase significantly. Satellite networks that
were rolled out in 2015 and 2016 to support a combination of voice and data are already being tested as
today’s end users are using a growing array of multimedia options to remain constantly connected. Looking forward, demands on satellite networks will parallel those on the telecommunications industry as a whole, which
makes the selection of a satellite ground platform the single most important decision a satellite service provider can make.

VSAT Networking for Premium Enterprise (Source: Fotolia)

inspection techniques provide teamed with industry-leading compression engines of the modem, the Heights
solution leverages dynamic Single Channel per Carrier (dSCPC) operation, which provides the foundational
media access advantages that allow the platform to minimize both latency and jitter on the links, which
ensures all applications, including new ones, to work optimally.
As networks become more complex to design and operate, robust analytics tools are a must within a futureproof design. These tools must be purpose-built to provide the real-time network insight required to run an optimal network in an easily accessible format. They must allow complete network equipment monitor and control.
If the network cannot learn and adapt to changing traffic conditions, portions of the network may be underutilized while other areas may experience blocking and traffic interruptions. The NetVue Integrated Management
System, the brains of the Heights solution, was built for just this purpose. NetVue is a robust, comprehensive
network analytics engine that allows a service provider’s Network Operations Center (NOC) staff to intelligently
maximize resource utilization, ensure network uptime and provide consistent service levels.
Heights Networking Platform & NetVue Integrated Management Systems

As service providers grow and modify their business approaches, a ground platform solution that is futureThe first element of being future proof is the ability to support end user throughputs two or three years from

proof must have the flexibility to allow multiple business models to be provided. While a single managed net-

now, not just today. Satellite networks designed for today’s requirements very quickly become throttled as user

work may be rolled out in the beginning to support private networks, many service providers see opportunity in

demand increases. This results in two paths to remedy the situation, both of which are detrimental to profit-

offering Virtual Network Operator (VNO) models to smaller service providers that require quick entry into a

ability and growth, and provide the risk of lost business for the service provider. The first path is to simply

new market or are testing new markets for potential business growth. The Heights Networking Platform

throttle the remote and keep the level of throughput per site to the original design. This certainly is the low-

enables this type of future business growth opportunity, offering a combination of shared and dedicated

cost solution, but it limits revenue potential while opening the door for a competing offering to replace the

resources that allows a Home Network Operator (HNO) to partition off a portion of its hub and provide com-

existing service. The second, more likely, path requires a costly site visit to upgrade the remote antenna and/or

plete network management to a VNO within defined constraints.

Block Up Converter (BUC ) size to support the increased throughput demand. In addition, depending on the platform selected, the remote indoor unit may also need to be upgraded if it doesn’t have an ample ceiling on

Open HTS designs becoming available in 2017, offer many key advantages to the satellite operator over tradi-

Mbps performance and packet processing capabilities. This increased capital expenditure teamed with travel

tional Fixed Satellite Services (FSS) satellites. First, most designs offer significantly more bandwidth per beam

expenses can severely reduce profitability.

into areas of high demand. Second, the implementation of smaller, geographically dispersed beams allows
performance levels on both the downlink (spacecraft to earth station) and the uplink (earth station to space-

The Heights Networking Platform is becoming the platform of choice for service providers looking to leverage

craft). These increased performance levels enable new economic models, but only to those that leverage

infrastructure that allows them to succeed in the long term. The platform supports shared outbound carriers up

ground equipment with these advantages.

to 150 Mbps each, capable of supporting over 700 Mbps of user LAN throughputs to a group of remote sites.
Combined with return traffic of up to 64 Mbps per remote site, a single network can transport over 1 Gbps of

Concerning the first element, more bandwidth per beam, future-proof ground equipment must offer increasing-

user LAN traffic. The hub can support multiple networks and can, therefore, deliver multiple Gbps on a single

ly higher symbol rates to allow a service provider to leverage these larger transponders cost effectively.

platform in a fully managed environment.
Future proof also means the ability to handle the scope (number) of applications simultaneously while providing optimal Quality of Experience (QoE) to the end user. As the number of applications increases, so does the
importance of traffic shaping and Quality of Service engines to properly allocate resources and ensure each
application is able to run optimally (or at all). The important element here in ground platform selection is
whether the modem can handle an increasing mix of applications at the high data rates mentioned before. If
not, at a minimum, QoE will suffer. Or, worse, new applications may not be able to be supported at all. The
Heights Networking Platform meets the demands of a scope increase in application mix. Heights remote gateways provide between 35,000 to 140,000 packets per second with all features, including three tier traffic priority and weighting, classification, optimization and prioritization, in addition to IP header compression and lossless payload compression, turned on. The platform provides embedded WAN optimization with TCP / http
acceleration, persistent TCP connections, image smoothing, DNS caching and object caching, which allows
optimal use of space segment resources. In addition to the traffic handling capabilities that deep packet
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Network Professional (Source: Istock Photo)
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Service Provider Utilizing Heights Networking Platform

Ideally, ground equipment would be able to transmit, at least in the outbound direction, at symbol rates that
match the capacity of the beam. Failure to do so would require multiple outbound carriers (sent by multiple
modulators) to be sent, increasing capital expenditure at the hub while decreasing the bandwidth sharing possibilities required to minimize operating expenses. Care should be taken, therefore, when rolling out services
that may transition onto an HTS solution in the future to ensure optimal use of space segment resources with
minimal capital expenditure. A single Heights Networking Platform is capable of supporting multiple outbound
carriers at up to 150 Msps each, allowing service providers to take advantage of these larger bandwidth
beams. The ability to send such a large common carrier at such high speeds allows the service provider to
share this bandwidth optimally, driving down costs while maximizing service levels.
The increased performance levels of smaller beams through focused transmit and receive operations on the
spacecraft influence the economics equation the most for HTS designs. Smaller, focused beams allow a spacecraft to transmit a signal with much more intensity into the desired receive area on earth, offering the ability to
transmit higher data rates through stronger modulation and coding techniques. The second, and much more
important, advantage of smaller beam design is the significantly decreased earth noise element involved when
HTS designs receive transmissions from earth on the uplink. Newer spacecraft designs available today offer
from +3dB/K (twice) up to +9dB/K (four times) performance enhancements over traditional wide beam designs.
Translated into signal levels, this means that a signal transmitted to a satellite can be between two to four
times smaller and still receive with the same quality at the spacecraft. Looking at it another way, signals of
common amplitude can transmit between two and four times as much information using the same ground
equipment (antenna, BUC and indoor unit).
A future-proof design allows the service provider to leverage these new efficiencies, both in terms of Mbps/
MHz and Mbps/Watt. While antenna and BUC selection are typically made independent upon the satellite
platform chosen, these elements all work in tandem and care must be taken to ensure the selected ground
equipment can handle double, triple or quadruple the amount of throughputs possible with the new designs.
The most important factor here will not be the maximum duplex Mbps that can be supported by a remote but
rather the maximum duplex packets per second the unit can support with the essential features of traffic shaping, QoS, header compression and lossless payload compression turned on. The Heights Networking Platform
provides the high horsepower solution that meets these future demands, providing between 35,000 to 140,000
packets per second with all features, including three tier traffic priority and weighting, classification, optimization and prioritization, in addition to IP header compression and lossless payload compression, turned on.
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Unfortunately, the advantages of transitioning to an HTS design also introduce many challenges to the service
provider. The first and most obvious is scaling a hub that previously used one wide beam to cover a desired
coverage area to 5, 10 or perhaps 20 beams. Hub hardware scalability is challenged in such a transition, but
future-proof ground solutions provide the means to flexibly scale build outs to allow the service provider to
take advantage of performance enhancements. Designed with this element in mind, the Heights solution provides the graceful scalability required to allow a service provider to grow its network intelligently, tying hub
capital expenses to service revenue, which is key in a profitable endeavor.
The inherent design of an HTS solution poses another significant challenge to the service provider due to the
variance in EIRP and G/T contours for a given coverage. Traditional wide beam solutions provide a very homogeneous performance environment as coverage is vast and satellite power and reception ability is spread across
this large area. In the case of tens or hundreds of small beams, the performance levels of the spacecraft vary
drastically from one point on earth to another. While Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) techniques are
available on the outbound carrier, these solutions are not prevalent in the inbound direction. In typical shared
TDMA environments, remotes are bundled into pools that use modulation and coding techniques that benefit
the most disadvantaged remotes. Unfortunately, this reduces overall per-site performance while driving up costs
significantly to ensure all remote sites are on equal footing. The Heights platform removes this issue by leveraging the ACM protocol independently per remote site in the inbound direction. Each remote, depending upon its
location, dish size and weather condition utilizes the modulation and coding pair that is most optimal to itself
without being burdened by other remotes. A small advantage in traditional wide beam design, this differentiator
provides significant benefit to the service provider working within an HTS environment.
This last advantage of a Heights solution in an HTS environment plays an even larger role in a mobility space.
Remote vessels on the move often have different antenna types and sizes, traverse different beam contours
with widely varying transmit and receive satellite performance levels and experience different, often severe,
weather conditions. The bi-directional ACM capabilities of the Heights solution ensures that each vessel is
able to operate at its optimal condition in times of clear sky while not falling off the network in times of difficult weather conditions. Comtech has taken this to the next step in 2016, embedding its field-proven mobility
controller into the remote gateway, allowing each remote to make its own decision within the unit. The mobility controller interfaces with the Antenna Control Unit (ACU) for seamless beam switching as the terminal
crosses beams.
In summary, service providers of 2016 that wish to provide profitable services into 2018, 2019 and beyond
must choose a satellite networking platform that provides them the headroom for growth that is sure to come.
This is where Comtech EF Data has been focused over the past year, preparing its customers for this future
with a satellite networking platform that is capable of growth and truly future proof.

Steve Good is Senior Vice President, Premium Enterprise for Comtech EF Data. In this role, he leads
the company’s strategic and market development direction for the premium enterprise market, defining
and guiding long-term strategic initiatives, solution suites and feature sets. Good’s roles with Comtech
have included Vice President, Marketing and Vice President, Sales Engineering. Good has held senior
management, marketing, product management and engineering positions across the satellite communications value chain with Intelsat, Verestar, Viacast and Hughes Network Systems. Immediately prior to joining Comtech, he held the
role of Vice President, Network Services at Intelsat. He earned a BS in Electrical Engineering from Penn State University, a MS in
Electrical Engineering from Johns Hopkins University, a MBA from the University of Maryland and a MS in Computer Engineering
from Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
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The Transformation of Satellite Ground
System Architecture
Stuart Daughtridge, Vice President, Advanced Technology, Kratos

Satellite ground system architecture has remained relatively constant over the past fifty years: Antenna and
signal processing have been co-located due to technological transmission constraints, ground systems were
developed with highly specialized hardware and proprietary interfaces and analog processing was the norm. In
recent years, however, traditional satellite ground systems have been challenged by industry trends that are
forcing architectural change to remain competitive.
These trends include the emergence of “Everything over IP” and virtualization, HTS satellites and their impact
on bandwidth capacity and pricing, technology advances and industry convergence. Let’s take a look at each.

IP and Virtualization
There is an overall trend toward virtualization in all industries, including the satellite industry. The migration to
virtual ground architectures and the virtualization of hardware products into firmware and software applications will result in simplified and cost effective ground infrastructures, while enabling more dynamic services.
As this transformation occurs, ground operators will benefit from greater system interoperability, an increased
ability to scale their operations to meet requirements and greater location flexibility to control costs and
enhance performance.
While technology plays a key role in enabling virtualization, the true value of technology is the capability, service, or value that it enables. For example, Kratos introduced a digital IF product called SpectralNet® that eliminates the distance constraints of RF transport by digitizing RF signals for transmission over IP networks in a
way that preserves both frequency and timing characteristics and uniquely restores the RF signals at their destination. (See figure 1) This capability opens up new dimensions in ground station architecture. The value of
the technology is seen in the applications and new dimensions to ground segment architecture it enables. For
example, in regions where rain and weather outages impact Ka/Ku band satellites; operators can deliver guaranteed service over high frequency satellites with an alternative architecture. At large sites where duplication
of processing is not economically viable, rather than rely on a single oversized, expensive antenna and amplifier system, operators can now use two smaller, low-cost geographically dispersed antennas, transporting the
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digitized RF signal to a central facility for processing. Digital IF base site diversity systems have the added

The satellite industry will be able to enter new markets and services from which they were previously econom-

advantage of being able to switch between sites so rapidly as to cause no data loss for the end customer ser-

ically excluded. Many of these new markets will require new ground technologies that are more dynamic and

vice.

flexible and thus will push solutions to be more software-driven than hardware-based to support new applications. The mobility market is a perfect example of this. Ten years ago, the mobility market really did not exist
for satellite communications, outside of Inmarsat’s legacy L-band maritime markets and a few very niche applications. Over the last ten years, technology improvements in antenna systems and amplifiers, along with the
growth of the Internet and the need for connectivity have created a significant, exciting, new growth market
for the satellite industry.

Figure 1: SpectralNet® Eliminates the Distance Barrier to RF Signal Distribution optimizing hub extension/consolidation, antenna
placement and rain fade mitigation.

HTS Signal Monitoring and Interference
HTS satellites come with their own unique challenges. For example, how signals are monitored today for satellites with a handful of beams can’t cost effectively scale up to monitoring HTS satellites with 70 or more sepa-

Another example is extending hubs to bring services to new regions using existing network infrastructure.

rate beams. How HTS will affect interference is seen through varied perspectives. One is that the small HTS

Extending satellite based networks utilizing VSAT technology can be an expensive process and often not viable

beams are more difficult to jam, resulting in a reduction of intentional interference. While this is laudable by

if only to offer new, ad-hoc, or seasonal network services to satisfy changing customer needs. With a digital IF

military and some broadcast users, the fact is that the vast majority of interference is inadvertent. Placing so

capability like SpectralNet, customers can utilize their existing signal processing equipment (e.g., Hubs, TT&C

many high-powered beams and satellites closely together, targeting more VSATs with ever smaller, low cost

modems, crypto, etc.) wherever it is located to provide these new services, as long as they can reach an IP net-

dishes with increasingly sensitive receivers, and the growth of mobile applications that need to change beams

work. This capability brings considerable enhancements to ground segment architectures, reduces capital and

in real-time all increase the likelihood of interference from misconfigurations, miss-aligned antennas, and

operational costs and makes it financially feasible to expand into new regions and even offer ad-hoc or sea-

equipment failures.

sonal services in a new geographic area. As service opportunities grow in the new area, the operator can transition to a permanent hub and re-use their SpectralNet system to extend their services into another area of

This has driven the development of sensor systems that can be deployed and operated at much lower cost. At

potential business. All that is needed are the appropriate line cards in the existing Hub, two SpectralNet units

Kratos, we leveraged our Monics® carrier monitoring system technology to develop Monics 200. Designed for

and an IP network link between the sites.
The point is that satellite and other RF based communications networks can now follow the lead of other
industries, like telecommunications that have already transitioned to virtualizing their infrastructure by centralizing processing and virtualizing hard assets.

HTS Satellites
According to Euroconsult, more than 100 new HTS payloads and satellites are expected to launch over the next
decade. In the next 3-5 years, if not sooner, everything about our industry will change. HTS is massively
increasing the amount of capacity, and the price of that capacity is starting to dramatically decrease. But,
lower bandwidth costs will enable services that support a wide range of new applications. How operators will
sell, deploy, and manage these new services will also change. (See figure 2)

Figure 2: HTS satellites with multiple beams come with their own unique signal monitoring and sensor management challenges
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Figure 3: Monics®200–Delivers cost effective HTS spot beam monitoring
across multiple sites, and is ideal for fly-away environments and where only
limited monitoring is required

Figure 4: Map based representation of satellites, beam contours and Monics 200 sites enable high-level determinations and responsive actions

spot beam monitoring, Monics 200 provides operators with economical, yet highly versatile digital signal pro-

identify the terminal(s) causing adjacent satellite interference by extracting terminal ID number(s). One major

cessing-based RF sensors, which automatically determine modulation type, symbol rate, measured Eb/No, and

satellite operator reported that the SatGuard product allowed them to resolve interference events that had

detect and analyze interfering signals. This is important in that it gives the operator all the capability of a full

been on-going for over 2 years, in less than 10 minutes. This same technology can also be used to identify and

Monics sensor, but at a much lower price point because the sensor is specifically designed for the more target-

resolve GSM generated interference also, faster and more accurately than any other method available in the

ed needs of HTS spot beam monitoring. (See Figure 3)

market.

Additionally, the monitoring systems are being enhanced to provide the operator with the means to effectively
manage the data from all the different sensors as well as the sensors themselves. Advanced visualization and

Gaining Competitive Advantage

management tools are being employed to provide the operator with the information needed to quickly identify,

As HTS satellites increase bandwidth capacity, bandwidth prices drop as we have witnessed this year. As

characterize and rectify problems when they occur so that operations teams can manage the significantly

such, the market is getting more competitive, and operators will need to grow their customer base, simply to

greater bandwidth and flexible operations of HTS satellites without having to increase manpower. At Kratos

maintain their current revenue levels, let alone grow their business.

we have expanded our Monics product line to offer Monics Enterprise to provide these advanced visualization,
data management, and sensor management capabilities. (See Figure 4)

The improvement of operational efficiency by using technology to increase one’s competitive advantage in target markets will drive competitive advantages going forward. Teleport/satellite service providers will need to
improve efficiency of their networks, not just in the use of their bandwidth. As bandwidth costs decrease, all

HTS and VSAT Technology

other costs will become more important, and operational efficiency will become more critical–efficiency not

Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs) Time Division Multiplexing access (TDMA) networks have been growing

only in the use of the network infrastructure, but in the operations of that network as well. This includes net-

dramatically to support data applications (that naturally have time varying data rate requirements), enabling

work operators finding ways to re-sell and oversell their networks, just as terrestrial network providers have

more efficient bandwidth utilization. HTS satellites will only accelerate this growth. As VSAT network usage

done for years, and driving greater efficiency into their own operations. Operations costs will be a much great-

grows and terminal hardware and deployment costs continue to drop, VSAT terminal generated interference

er factor in future success than it was in the past. For example, traditionally it was not unusual for bandwidth

has grown to be accountable for approximately 40% of all accidental satellite interference. Most concerning is

to be 80% of the total system lifecycle costs. As those costs drop to 50%, 40% or even 20% of the total sys-

that VSAT network generated interference is considerably more difficult to identify and mitigate than typical

tem lifecycle costs, other costs such as network operations costs will grow from as little as 10% to up 50% or

accidental interference events. As a VSAT network can have thousands of terminals, identifying the one or

more of the total system lifecycle costs.

more causing the interference can be a daunting task. Fortunately, there are new technologies on the market
that can find and mitigate VSAT interference quickly and effectively. One such product, SatGuard, can actually
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Convergence
Add to that the fact is that customers are less interested in technology, and more focused on connectivity. That
means service providers need to be able to provide solutions that include satellite networks and terrestrial networks, in a way that provides the best connectivity solutions to meet customers’ needs. This convergence of
technologies is driving a real shift in our customers’ engineering capabilities, from RF expertise to IP expertise
and the proliferation of hybrid satellite and terrestrial networks.
The increasing competitiveness in the industry, the greater impact of operations costs on total network costs,
and the convergence of telecommunications technologies are driving the need for new ways to manage networks. Products like Kratos’ NeuralStar® SQM are transforming network management into end-to-end service
quality management solutions by combining teleport equipment management, with true enterprise level network management, combined with RF signal management to enable the management of services across the
entire network. End-to-end service management enables faster response times, consolidation of operations,
and delivers visibility into customer impacting conditions to maximize revenue and reduce costs. It gives operators the information and tools to optimize revenue and profits, based on network performance and customer
Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Having the capability, inherent in NeuralStar SQM, that is proven to seamlessly integrate with and effectively manage a system that includes satcom as well as other transport technologies will be critical going forward.

Conclusion
While HTS satellites may have started the revolution, ground systems will enable satellite service providers to
win the war. The drop in bandwidth pricing will open up new markets and the industry for growth, but it will
take the adoption of new ground system technology to drive the satellite industry to successfully enter into
these new markets and deliver on the promise of HTS satellites. And as we move to more flexible, software
defined payloads on the satellites, more capable and intelligent ground systems will be required to enable
make use of the flexibility and capabilities that these satellites offer.
It is a really exciting time to be in the satellite industry. We are at an inflection point being driven by several
technologies and market factors that will make the next several years the most exciting in the industry since
the race to the moon.

Stuart Daughtridge has been with Kratos-Integral Systems since 1999, and in the satellite and
aerospace industry since 1986. In his current position, Daughtridge leads Kratos’ satellite ground segment technology initiatives. These currently include advancement of signal cancellation and digital IF
applications, virtualization of ground system operations and development of monitoring and managing
technologies for HTS satellites. Additionally, he leads advanced technical planning for the next generation of ground segment technology. Prior to his current role, he held several senior management positions, including SVP & GM of
the Integral Systems Products Group, SVP & GM of the Integral Systems Commercial Group, as well as Program Manager of several major commercial programs. Before joining the Company, he held various management and engineering positions with Orion
Satellite Corporation, Intelsat, and Spacecom.
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FOCUS ASIA
Mass markets are driving growth and revenue opportunities driven by DTH and Consumer Broadband. These

The Coming Ground Equipment Market
Explosion in Asia

are the only verticals counting global annual shipments in the millions and will attract a large chunk of the revenue growth opportunities in ground equipment. Conversely, highly specialized verticals like aeronautical and
maritime connectivity together with mobile backhaul will generate a relatively small number of shipments, but
the high value associated to each terminal and the rapid development of the verticals will translate into a significant percentage in the total revenue growth.

Lluc Palerm, Senior Analyst, NSR

2015-2025 Revenue Growth per Segment
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Source: NSR

The Big Picture
Satellites are the stars in the satellite industry, which have attracted most of the innovative focus in recent
years given the HTS and EO constellation revolutions. However, often neglected in the discussions are ground

The market for DTH receivers clearly drives the majority of shipments, generating $64 billion in cumulative rev-

terminals and the value they bring to the entire ecosystem. The industry must keep its feet on the ground and

enues in the next 10 years. However, there are differentiated trends depending on each region. In saturated

acknowledge that ground equipment needs to keep pace with the innovation happening in the skies because

markets such as North America or Eastern Europe, most of the shipments will come from upgrades given the

future applications creating growth for the industry will only materialize if technological progress takes place

end-user requirements for higher quality UHD and advanced features resembling the convenience of OTT. On

in the ground segment as well.

the contrary, penetration in less developed markets like Asia or Latin America is still relatively small, and there
is room to engage new customers. The focus in these regions is still in SD slowly transitioning to HD.

In terms of the role of SatCom Earth Stations and Baseband Equipment in the emerging HTS world and where
ground-based opportunities exist, NSR’s recently released report, Commercial Satellite Ground Segment, looks

Consumer Broadband is the second largest segment in annual shipments. The addressable market is massive

into these newly forecasted market segments and found that cumulative revenue for the SatCom Ground

and the opportunity to capture new users globally is tremendous. The challenges lie in serving these uncon-

Infrastructure equipment market surpasses $12 billion in the next 10 years. But more importantly, these seg-

nected users economically. Despite the rapid development of the vertical, the pressure on the cost of the ter-

ments hold the key to opening opportunities in other verticals where the revenue potential is even higher,

minal and finding a compelling business model are key aspects that need to be solved.

reaching close to $90 billion within a 10-year time frame.
It is not strange that some industry players push to develop other mass markets such as the connected car or
the Internet of Things. If these markets were unlocked, it would bring generous growth opportunities for both

2015-2025 Cumulative Equipment Revenues

ground equipment and service provisioning. However, given the technological challenges and the pressure

$100

from ground networks, NSR is still cautious about these developments.
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DTH is the largest market where cumulative unit shipments will total 206 million. Growing demand in key mar-
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kets like Indonesia will drive growth boosted by the growing number of pay-TV households and rising income
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Source: NSR
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levels. The OTT threat is not as pronounced in Asia compared to North America and Western Europe given the
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Ground Equipment Shipments by Region
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quality of terrestrial infrastructure in the region that cannot support the high bandwidth and high quality
requirements of OTT.
Consumer Broadband is the second largest segment in annual shipments, accounting for 3.3 million in cumulative shipments. The segment is a distant second compared to DTH; however, the addressable market is mas-

sive and the opportunity to capture new users is tremendous. The challenges lie in serving unconnected users
economically and despite the rapid development of the vertical, the pressure on terminal costs and finding a
compelling business model are key aspects that need to be solved.
In order to capture a slice of these rapidly growing but contested markets, equipment manufacturers will need
to adapt to the new technological environment. In video markets, the transition to HD, Ultra-HD and smart
STBs will generate most of the growth potential. On the other hand, HTS will be the key driving force in data
markets, opening new market opportunities while setting new technological requirements.

Ground Equipment Revenues by Region
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In revenue terms, the picture is slightly different where Asia accounts for the second-largest market next to
Western Europe. The reason is that despite lower unit shipments, Western European purchases are for more
expensive systems such as mobility terminals where antenna systems drive costs upwards. Nevertheless,
cumulative Asian revenues from 2015-2025 will amount to $27.2 billion representing a CAGR level of 7.4%.
The main drivers for Asia are in DTH, accounting for $19.9 billion in 2015-2025 cumulative revenues due to the
sheer volume of DTH terminals to be shipped in this time period. This is followed by Satcom Earth Stations at
$2.7 billion, Aeronautical terminals at $1.4 billion, Consumer Broadband at $619 million, Maritime VSATs at
$463 million, EO terminals at $431 million and Wireless Backhaul worth $319 million. Other opportunities exist
in Land Mobile and IP Trunking; however, these are relatively small compared to the other verticals.
Despite the second largest market in terms of unit shipments, Consumer Broadband terminals are actually
ranked fourth in revenue terms. This has to do with price such that a correlation of lower prices leads to higher
shipments, thus stimulating demand. However, the overall revenue picture is not as favorable as higher prices
in other sectors such as Aeronautical and Satcom Earth Stations, which account for relatively low unit shipment numbers, but command higher prices lead to high revenue shares. To illustrate, cumulative 2015-2025
Satcom Earth Station unit shipments are less than 3,200 units and Aeronautical terminals are less than 6,500
units shipped. Once again, demand for Consumer Broadband terminals is pegged at 3.3 million units.
Aeronautical connectivity is among the most interesting verticals for equipment manufacturers. In-Flight con-
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nectivity is becoming the norm, but penetration is still relatively small providing very fast growth opportunities
in the near future. Key players in the vertical are reporting record installations each quarter, with each terminal
driving several orders of magnitude more value than equipment in other verticals. Compared to the market
potential, the Asian IFC market is still relatively small and in fact has been touted as a bit resistant when Asia
is compared to other regions of the globe. Some of the larger airlines have yet to deploy IFC in their fleets. The
good news is a handful of smaller airlines or budget airlines are bucking the trend and are moving forward
with IFC installations such as Nok Air in Thailand. It is not a matter of “if” but a matter of “when” Asian airlines will be deploying aeronautical IFC equipment and driving this market gong forward.
Not often mentioned are Satcom Earth Stations, particularly demand for Broadband Earth Stations that will be
serving HTS satellites. HTS poses a new set of requirements for teleports. With more powerful satellites,
together with more efficient and powerful amplifiers on the ground, the need for large antennas is diminishing.
The traditional 36 MHz transponder is no longer generally applicable, and electronics need to adapt to efficiently saturate the new larger transponders. Obviously, new frequency bands require adapted antennas and
electronics, but also new levels of redundancy with multiple access points. The applications served also
change the way ground infrastructure is planned. A proliferation of IP applications, better backbone connectivity in developing countries and regulations or simply the convenience of landing traffic locally is growing the
demand for Earth Stations in emerging markets. As such, Broadband Earth Stations will attract the most
demand in the vertical, which will mitigate the drop in demand for Video Stations. Growth in new DTH platforms in emerging regions and transition to UltraHD still provides some opportunities, but the real growth story
for Earth Stations is centered on systems serving the HTS boom. These Broadband Stations will progressively
capture a larger share of revenues in Asia as well as other regions of the globe.

Bottom Line
Generating over $27 Billion in cumulative revenues in Asia in the next 10 years, it is clear the opportunities in
the ground equipment markets are quite meaningful. Beyond that, technological developments in the ground
segment hold the key to unlocking new markets for the SatCom industry.
The massive demand generated by consumer oriented markets such as DTH units or Consumer Broadband terminals, together with high value verticals like Aeronautical, SatCom Earth Stations, Maritime and Backhaul
hold the largest growth opportunities. However, optimistic forecasts should not hide the challenges that industry actors will face. HTS is creating a whole new set of technology requirements in terms of throughput, number of carriers, and larger bandwidth per carrier among others. In an increasingly complex market, business
models and partnerships will play a role as important as technology. Finally, we must not forget how the
SatCom industry integrates in the global IP world meeting the new trends in traffic patterns, media or the
emergence of new applications.

Lluc Palerm joined NSR as an analyst in 2015. His primary areas of work are satellite capacity supply and demand as well as applications with a particular focus on emerging opportunities. Palerm contributes to several multi-client reports while engaging in customized consultancy projects. Prior to joining
NSR, Palerm worked at Zero2Infinity in technical and business roles. While involved in the startup, he
worked in the mission analysis for the company’s microsat launcher project and leaded the development
of a rocket engine prototype successfully tested. He also contributed to the project’s business plan with market research and financial assessment. He undertook fund raising efforts and built the relation with customers.
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SATELLITE TRENDS

Current Trends in Ground Systems
Dave Rehbehn, Vice President, International Division, Hughes Network
Systems

With high throughput satellites (HTS) becoming widely deployed, the satellite industry has seen a significant
increase in the power and performance of HTS designs compared to conventional satellites. Partly in response
to this, but also due to continued advancements in technology, the satellite industry’s ground system manufacturers are bringing to market a new generation of VSAT systems which offer operators many significant
improvements over prior generations.
Among the most significant areas of improvement are more efficient forward and return channel operation; the
introduction of high-density gateways; more powerful remote terminals; community VSAT solutions; increased
cellular backhaul capacity; and enhanced virtual network operator (VNO) capabilities. Together, these improvements bring to the market a next generation of systems which deliver more performance and efficiency and
enable a greater range of services to be offered.

Forward Channel Improvements
The recently adopted DVB-S2X standard brings even more efficiency to the forward channel than the prior generation of DVB-S2 delivers. These efficiencies come from two primary factors.
The first is that DVB-S2X enables the forward channel to operate with a roll-off factor of 5%, as compared to
DVB-S2 where the roll-off factor was limited to 20%. This reduced roll-off factor directly translates to better
spectral efficiency as a DVB-S2X 45 Msps channel with a 5% roll-off will occupy 47.25 MHz of channel bandwidth, versus a DVB-S2 45 Msps channel with a 20% roll-off which will occupy 54 MHz of channel bandwidth.
This translates into a 12% reduction of forward channel space segment required to support the same information which directly translates into a lower operational cost for service operators.
Another improvement of the DVB-S2X standard is the introduction of finer granularity of Modcods (the combination of modulation and coding) versus the DVB-S2 standard.
The increase of Modcod granularity means that the forward channel can be operated more closely to the theo-
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retical performance of the channel, which results in improved bandwidth efficiency. Consider Figure 1, where-

Return Channel Improvements

by the performance of a DVB-S2X modem is compared to the performance of a DVB-S2 modem.

A similar set of improvements are being made to the return channel capacity of next generation VSAT systems.
A number of vendors have brought to market adaptive return channels, which variously mean the ability to

As can be seen at the 8 db Es/No point, the DVB-S2X carrier provides 2 bits/Hz compared to 1.75 bits/Hz with

dynamically change the combination of modulation and coding used on the return channel.

standard DVB-S2 which, for this particular Ex/No point, is a further 12% improvement in efficiency. And the
DVB-S2X efficiencies of lower roll-off and finer granularity of the Modcods can be combined to generate over-

The most sophisticated implication of this improvement is that one vendor is able to support code rates which

all efficiencies of more than 20% versus the DVB-S2 standard – a key reason why many operators around the

vary from burst to burst within a single TDMA frame. This burst-to-burst adaptive TDMA results in significantly

world are making the investment to upgrade to DVB-S2X capabilities.

improved efficiencies, in some cases more than 20%, as there is no need to set aside separate channels to
support fixed coding rates.

L1 Efficiency [bits/Hz]
Again, similar to the improvements on the forward channel with regards to higher-order modulation, we are

5.0

seeing vendors introducing the capability to support modulation as high as 16APSK for MF-TDMA access

4.5

schemes. This capability is particularly more relevant with HTS implementations as we are seeing high G/T in

4.0

some of these satellite designs – most notably the Intelsat EPIC.

L1 Efficiency [bits/Hz]
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The return channel size is also significantly increasing over prior generation of VSAT systems. Today it is typi-

3.0

cal to see return channel rates of 8 Msps or higher which, when combined with the various modulation
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schemes such as 8PSK and 16APSK, enable an individual remote terminal to achieve channel rates of 20 Mbps
or higher. These higher speed return channels enable next generation VSAT systems to more effectively
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capacity, some of the next generation VSAT systems provide for very high density gateway design.

Figure 1: DVB S2X Performance

In this instance, high density refers to the amount of Gbps which can be delivered in a single rack. Some venIn addition to the finer granularity of Modcods many of the DVB-S2X implementations are also introducing

dors are leveraging a combination of advanced multi-core blade servers and extensive virtualization developed

higher order modulation of as much as 64APSK. Many of the older generation DVB-S2 implementations were

for the data center industry, to deliver well over 5 Gbps of processing capacity in a single rack. In contrast,

limited to 16APSK. Even then, this was sometimes limited to lower symbol rate carriers.

some earlier generations of VSAT systems would deliver 200-300 Mbps per rack. With typical HTS gateway
designs of 10 Gbps, the difference between the new generation VSAT systems is 2 or 3 racks versus as many

The ability to support 64APSK, while potentially requiring larger remote antennas, means a much higher spec-

as 30 racks with earlier generation systems.

tral efficiency. The capex cost of a larger remote antenna, including the additional installation cost, can often
be justified as these remote stations might be supporting applications such as trunking or cellular backhaul

With floor space and power at a premium, a high-density gateway capability is an important element for many

and are therefore higher revenue remote stations.

HTS implementations.

Another enhancement of the forward channel is the introduction of “wideband” transmission schemes, which
enable channel rates of more than 200 Msps. Most DVB-S2 implementations were limited to a maximum 45

More Powerful Remote Terminals

Msps. With the 20% roll-off noted above, that meant a single carrier would occupy 54 MHz of spectrum. Many

Another important development in next generation VSAT systems is the increased power and throughput per-

of the HTS designs utilize spectrum of 250 MHz or more, which means that using the DVB-S2 standard, an

formance of the remote terminals. In some cases, this is being achieved through continued development of

operator would need five separate carriers to utilize the 250 MHz of forward channel capacity.

custom VLSI (very large scale integration) chipsets that are able to integrate multi-core processors along with
a DVB-S2X demodulator and MF-TDMA modulator.

Wideband transmission means that a single channel could be operated on the 250 MHz of forward channel

30

capacity. This enables two significant benefits. The first is that the channel can typically be operated at lower out-

The result is a cost effective yet powerful remote terminal which is able to drive significant throughputs. Data

put backoff (OBO) of about 1 dB versus a multi carrier operation. The second is that the larger channel information

throughput rates of 200 Mbps per remote terminal are enabling service providers to provide exceptional servic-

rate means that better statistical multiplexing and thus better service delivery for individual remote terminals.

es, particularly for high-end applications.
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Hub and applying various acceleration techniques for TCP traffic (TCP spoofing, IP header compression, etc.) along
with GTP header compression. This significantly enhances the performance of the cellular backhaul network.

Enhanced VNO Capabilities
Next-generation ground control systems enable operators to set up the infrastructure to configure multiple
Virtual Network Operators (VNOs), each with its own unique allocation of resources and different user classification types. Expanded VNO capabilities enable providers to cost-effectively extend services to unserved or
Advances in high-throughput satellite (HTS) ground control systems are rapidly
expanding the range of efficient, high-performance services that providers can
offer, and their geographical range

underserved areas.
By backhauling cellular traffic in new regions, such as this community in Africa,
providers can extend full Internet access.

VNOs are provided with the toolset to create and manage their service offerings without investing in physical
infrastructure. They instead rely on the Host Network Operator (HNO) to make these investments. The HNO, in

Community VSAT Solutions

turn, is able to resell network services to multiple VNOs, thereby achieving economies of scale.

As service providers look to deploy satellite-based services into developing regions of the world there is a
growing trend to provide a community VSAT solution. This is where a single VSAT is used to support a group of

The VNO is assigned to a virtual network with either Mbps or MHz bandwidth subscriptions. The Mbps or

people, perhaps an entire village, instead of a single household.

“shared VNO model” is based on shared bandwidth and physical resources. It enables the HNO to efficiently
manage capacity and take advantage of internal compression when allocating bandwidth to VNOs. The MHz,

Cellular backhaul is a common example of a community VSAT. Satellite, with its ability to very rapidly deploy

or “dedicated VNO” model employs dedicated bandwidth and physical equipment. A dedicated VNO is allocat-

connectivity in hard-to-reach areas, is the preferred choice for interconnecting cellular base stations in rural

ed dedicated spectrum and has full control of it. However, the physical equipment is still within the HNO

and hard-to-reach areas.

domain and hence the configuration of the gateway, frequency plan, and other transport parameters are not
provided to the VNO.

Satellite has been thought of as the choice of last resort for connecting cell sites to the core network. The high
recurring cost of satellite bandwidth, along with the ever-growing demand for more and more bandwidth, has

Through access to the network management system, VNOs can:

kept network planners away from considering satellite backhaul as a viable option.
t%FGJOFUIFJSPXOTFSWJDFQMBOTGPSBMMPDBUFECBOEXJEUI
Cost and capacity constraints are removed with the advent of HTS and new ground control systems. The tech-

t$POGJHVSFUFSNJOBMEFWJDFT

nology is distance-insensitive and can backhaul 2G, 3G, 4G, WiFi, and other mobile technologies. HTS’s can

t.POJUPSBMMPDBUFECBOEXJEUIXJUIJOUIFJSTDPQF

illuminate the same broad footprint as conventional satellites, but with the ability to drop tens of Mbps capaci-

t.BOBHFUSPVCMFTIPPUUFSNJOBMTBOETFSWJDFXJUIPVUJOWPMWFNFOUGSPNUIF)/0

ty for 3G and 4G base stations. HTS capacity can even open up suburban and urban markets for mobile backhaul – for instance to fill specific coverage voids or along roadways or waterways.

These richly featured VNOs relieve service providers the cost of building and maintaining their own networks,
enabling them to focus on customer acquisition and service. That enriches the choice of service available to

As mobile technology has evolved, the traffic profile has shifted to effectively all data. Social media, video

consumers and businesses, and creates new revenue streams for satellite owners and HNOs.

streaming, web browsing, and file sharing dominate the traffic through the internet. More and more of this
traffic is carried on mobile networks, which have to be engineered differently than the legacy voice networks.

Advances in ground systems are unlocking the full potential of the growing high throughput satellite fleet.

In fact, 3G and 4G traffic is mostly web dominated and asymmetric in nature.

Over the coming months and years, expect a steadily growing range of new and enhanced services and innovative providers to push the boundaries of satellite communication into areas once thought beyond its reach.

Satellite is ideally suited to carry asymmetric data. The forward direction can carry 100’s of Mbps, multi-casted

With the significant improvements coming from next generation VSAT systems, many operators will find it

to the VSAT terminals, while the traffic in the reverse direction can share traffic on common channels. For

worthwhile to invest in technology refreshes to enable them to more effectively address new markets while

heavy traffic sites, the VSATs can even support “nailed-up” channels so that the capacity is available exclu-

improving efficiencies.

sively to the VSAT. The bottom line – VSATs and mobile backhaul are a perfect match.
VSAT systems are now being implemented to support LTE traffic – most notably the ability to accelerate GPRS
Tunneling Protocol (GTP). GTP is a 3GPP defined tunneling protocol used to carry General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) within 3G and LTE networks. GTP provides IP mobility for user terminals.

Dave Rehbehn

is vice president of the International Division at Hughes Network Systems. He is

responsible for global marketing of Hughes’ broadband products and services. He develops Hughes’ market
strategy, including product and service offerings, and is responsible for the strategic direction for the Hughes
international sales force. Rehbehn brings 26+ years of experience to the satellite arena including business

GTP/TCP acceleration involves inspection of traffic in GTP tunnels (assuming it is unencrypted) at the VSAT and the
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development for the Hughes set-top box product family and Hughes’ consumer Internet service business.
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NEW MEMBER

APSCC Welcomes New Regular Member

Contact

With three decades of experience, ND SatCom has become the premier supplier of innovative satellite-based

ND SatCom GmbH
Graf-von-Soden-Strasse
88090 Immenstaad
Germany

broadband VSAT, broadcast, government and defense communication network and ground station solutions to

Tel: +49 7545 939 0
Fax: +49 7545 939 8702
Email:
info@ndsatcom.com
URL:
www.ndsatcom.com

tem engineered communication solutions. The company´s products and solutions are operating in more than

support customers with critical operations anywhere in the world. Customers in more than 130 countries have
chosen ND SatCom as a reliable source of comprehensive, efficient, fast and secure turnkey and tailored sys200 transnational networks in government, military, telecom and broadcast environments. ND SatCom is represented by regional sales and service offices in Europe, Middle East and China. From governments to broadcasters to private enterprise, ND SatCom's flagship the SKYWAN product family connects thousands of users daily
to communicate securely, effectively and quickly and do business over satellite.
ND SatCom's core product and technologies are:
t4,:8"/ BOBEWBODFE.'5%."74"5TZTUFNGPSFTUBCMJTIJOHXJEFBSFBDPSQPSBUFOFUXPSLT
t'MZ"XBZBOUFOOBTGPSWBSJPVTDPNNFSDJBMBOENJMJUBSZVTFT
t6QMJOLDPNQPOFOUT TVDIBT585"BNQMJGJFST JOEJGGFSFOUGSFRVFODZBOEQPXFSSBOHFT .$TPGUXBSFBOE
components, and management systems.
t.FEJB 'MFFU .BOBHFS  TPGUXBSF GPS JOOPWBUJWF USBOTQPOEFS NBOBHFNFOU GPS JOUFHSBUFE %7# BOE *1 CBTFE
production workflows.
t'VMMZBVUPNBUJDBOUFOOBQPJOUJOHBOENBOBHFNFOUTZTUFNTPSBQQMJDBUJPOPSJFOUFE0&.FRVJQNFOU
t4,:3": BTFSJFTPGDBSSPPGNPVOUBCMFBOUFOOBTVCTZTUFNTXIJDICFDBNFUIFNPTUTVDDFTTGVMTVCTZTUFN
within the industry in just three years.
t 4/( WFIJDMFT  XIJDI XF IBWF EFTJHOFE  JOUFHSBUFE BOE FRVJQQFE GPS CSPBEDBTUFST BSPVOE UIF HMPCF GPS
years and where we are Europe’s market leader.

Portable Terminal with integrated
SKYWAN 5G Mini - SPT 600 M
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SKYWAN 5G Modem

EVENT REVIEW
The 1st Youth Development Workshop was held on 6 October 2016 in conjunction with the APSCC 2016

APSCC 2016 Satellite Conference and Exhibition

event. The Workshop was created in an effort to attract young professionals to enter the satellite industry as
well as to connect the brightest up-and-coming engineering students to leading industry experts. Facility visit
to the MEASAT Teleport and Broadcast Centre was conducted as part of the Youth Development Workshop
where the attending students can gain a deeper understanding of the industry through field experience.
Overall the APSCC 2016 event in Malaysia gathered over 511 attendees from 153 companies from 22

countries.

The 19th Asia-Pacific Satellite Communication, Broadcasting and Space Conference & Exhibition, here and
after APSCC 2016, the annual event of APSCC, was held on 4 - 6 October 2016 at Le Meridien Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia.

APSCC 2016 STASTICS t 511 Participants from 22 countries
Attendees by Industry

The APSCC 2016 Satellite Conference focused on exchanging information on the new technologies and services

2%

strategies for the satellite industry as well as assessing new developments in technology for business break-

3%
4%

throughs in the Asia Pacific region under the "#SATECHrevolution" theme. High level officers and professionals from the satellite business arena participated as speakers for the 3-full day sessions at APSCC 2016.
In conjunction with the Conference, the APSCC 2016 Satellite Exhibition was held with 4 companies participating as exhibitors and introducing their latest technologies, innovations, products and services.

Attendees by Position

Attendees by Country
1%1%1%

2% 1%
3% 2%

5%
22%

3%
3%

15%

18%

6%

8%

13%

9%

10%
7%
11%

18%

This year, 18 organizations officially sponsored the event through various networking programs and 16 affilia-

6%
57%

7%
25%

3%

24%

10%

tions and media partners supported APSCC 2016.
Operator

The 2016 APSCC Awards Ceremony was held on 4 October 2016. Based on a series of criteria set by the
Awards Selection Committee, the awards are presented each year to individuals and organizations whose con-
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Malaysia

Singapore

USA/Canada

China/Hong Kong

Regional Manager/Senior Manager/Manager

Europe

Indonesia

Japan

Korea

CEO/COO/CTO/PRD

User(Telco/DTH provider/broadcaster)

SVP/SVP/RVP/VP

Service Provider

Manufacturer

Regional Director/Director/Head/GM

Equipment Supplier

Launcher

tributions and achievements have been deemed exceptional by the satellite industry and the Awards Selection

Insurer/Broker/Lawyer

Engeenier/Specialist

Committee, consisting of industry experts. The ‘Satellite Executive of the Year in the Asia-Pacific Award’ was

International Organization

Professor

presented to Pierre-Jean Beylier, CEO of Speedcst and the ‘Lifetime Achievement Award’ was presented to

Consultant

and Richard Bowles, Director Asean, Arianesapce, respectively to commemorate their achievements.

Government
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INSIDE APSCC

Gregg Daffner Elected as APSCC President

Gregg Daffner (CEO, GapSat) was elected and inaugurated as the President of APSCC at the 2016 APSCC
General Assembly held on 13 December 2016. As the main representative of APSCC, Gregg will be responsible
for setting the policies and goals of APSCC in consultation with the APSCC Board of Directors, Vice Presidents
and Executive Director.
At the General Assembly Gregg said, “I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the members of the
APSCC for your dedicated support to the organization. APSCC will continue to develop a variety of programs to
make APSCC a more relevant organization to the satellite industry. APSCC will undertake the lead in the core
activities to represent the APAC satellite industry including regulatory advocacy, especially in matters of preserving satellite spectrum, and in attracting our next generation of satellite professionals.”
Gregg is CEO of GapSat, an innovative venture that leases or arranges for the lease of entire in-orbit satellites
to satellite operators for use at their orbital slots for interim periods of time, generally until the operator
launches its own custom-built satellite. Gregg is also president of G3 Global Communications, a satellite consulting firm focused on strategic planning, business development, transactional and regulatory advice.
Previously Gregg co-founded and was president of Asia Broadcast Satellite (ABS). He is a former television
producer and communications attorney who was the head of satellite services for Cable & Wireless Hong
Kong Telecom, Vice President for PanAmSat and Lockheed Martin Corp, and Director of International Policy for
the US Department of Commerce, National Telecommunications & Information Administration (NTIA) where he
was instrumental in the promotion of private enterprise in space.
Gregg is a founding member and a Director serving since the inception of APSCC in 1994; the Chairman of the
Cable and Satellite Broadcast Association of Asia (CASBAA) Satellite Wireless Action Group; a member of the
Board of Governors and Secretary of the Pacific Telecommunications Council (PTC); and the Asian Attache for
the Global VSAT Forum (GVF).
Also, at the General Assembly members of the APSCC Board of Directors for the 2017-2018 term were nominated and approved. The 15 members of the Board are:
Tom Choi, ABS; Richard Bowles, Arianespace; Baozhong Huang, APT Satellite; Thomas Carroll, ILS;
Terry Bleakley, Intelsat; Peter Jeon, ktsat; Hiroshi Koyama, Mitsubishi Electric; Eddie Kato, New
York Broadband; Deepak Mathur, SES; Kian Soon Lim, SingTel; Mitsutoshi Akao, SKY Perfect JSAT;
Tom Ochinero, SpaceX; Daryl Mossman, SSL; Dani Indra, Pasifik Satelit Nusantara; Sandy Gillio,
Thales Alenia Space
Under the leadership of the new APSCC President and Board of Directors, APSCC will continue to promote
communications and broadcasting via satellite as well as outer space activities in the Asia-Pacific region as a
collective voice.
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SATELLITE INDUSTRY NEWS

Arianespace Orbits an Earth Observation
Satellite for Turkey Using the Vega Launcher

which offers high speed connectivity at sea. The commercial

tract with Air New Zealand to provide Global Xpress (GX) connec-

Kourou, French Guiana, Q2 of 2017. Inmarsat S-band / Hellas-Sat

framework was awarded following a multi-vendor selection pro-

tivity across the airline’s long-haul and short-haul fleets. GX for

3 will provide Mobile Satellite Services (MSS), Fixed Satellite

December 5, 2016 - Arianespace has successfully launched the

cess by SpeedCast, based on a technical, commercial and supply

Aviation, the world’s first globally available high-speed broad-

Services (FSS) and Broadcast Satellite Services (BSS). Built on the

GÖKTÜRK-1 satellite within the scope of a turnkey contract with

chain evaluation criteria and will run three years. It is expected to

band network designed for mobility, will be deployed by Air New

Spacebus 4000 C4 platform from Thales Alenia Space, it will

Telespazio on behalf of the Turkish Undersecretariat for Defence

generate a double-digit million-dollar figure in revenue for

Zealand to deliver a reliable, seamless broadband inflight Wi-Fi

deliver a multi-beam mission in S-band for Inmarsat as well as a

Industries (SSM). The launch took place on December 5, 2016 at

Cobham. SpeedCast offers high-quality managed network servic-

experience across the world. For the first time, GX for Aviation

powerful Ku/Ka-Band mission of 44 Ku and 1 Ka transponders for

10:51:44 a.m. local time, from the Guiana Space Center in

es in over 90 countries and a global maritime VSAT network serv-

connectivity will be integrated with Air New Zealand’s Inflight

Hellas-Sat. The satellite will weigh about 5.9 tons at launch and

Kourou, French Guiana. This was the 10th launch of the year for

ing customers worldwide. The new agreement confers SpeedCast

Entertainment (IFE) system provided by Panasonic. This was spe-

will offer payload power of about 12.3 kW. Inmarsat S-band /

Arianespace and the second with Vega in 2016. It also marked

with Distribution Partner status and is the basis of a strategic

cifically requested by Air New Zealand and all parties have

Hellas-Sat 3 will be positioned at 39° East.

the eighth successful launch in a row of this lightweight launcher,

partnership that enables Cobham to extend the reach of Cobham

embraced the opportunity to come together to meet their needs.

which made its debut at the Guiana Space Center in 2012.

SATCOM’s SAILOR and Sea Tel Brand VSAT and TVRO antennas

GÖKTÜRK-1 is the first Turkish Earth observation satellite

across SpeedCast’s extensive global sales and support network.

launched by Arianespace in the six missions it has performed to

Customers will benefit from the superb service, reliability, and

Arianespace to Launch Inmarsat S-band /
Hellas-Sat 3 Satellite

date for Turkey. Featuring a very-high-resolution optical payload,

performance of both SpeedCast and Cobham.

December 8, 2016 - Following the activation of an existing launch

selected to provide a spacecraft bus to NASA's Goddard Space

option, Inmarsat and Hellas-Sat have entrusted the launch of

Flight Center for its Restore-L servicing mission. The Restore-L

their telecommunications satellite Inmarsat S-band / Hellas-Sat 3

mission, which will demonstrate the ability to extend the life of a

is in charge of satellite integration and the associated ground

SKY Perfect JSAT Enters into a Strategic
Alliance with Kongsberg Satellite Services

to Arianespace. The satellite will be launched by Ariane 5 launch

satellite in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), is scheduled to launch in 2020.

support equipment.

December 7, 2016 - SKY Perfect JSAT announced that SKY

vehicles at the Guiana Space Center, Europe’s Spaceport in

The Restore-L spacecraft will use robotics to grasp, refuel and

this satellite will provide images for both civil and military applications. Telespazio, prime contractor for the GÖKTÜRK-1 program,

Perfect JSAT signed a Strategic Alliance Agreement with

Com & Com Selects iDirect Evolution® to Power
VSAT Service in Myanmar

Kongsberg Satellite Services, AS (“KSAT”) in order to jointly

December 5, 2016 - VT iDirect, Inc. (iDirect), a world leader in sat-

Orbit (LEO) satellite operators in the Asia-Pacific region and

ellite-based IP communications technology and a company of

remote sensing operational monitoring services using satellite

Vision Technologies Systems, Inc. (VT Systems), announced that

images. SKY Perfect JSAT has started LEO-related businesses,

Com & Com has selected the iDirect Evolution platform to launch

such as an investment into a Japanese space VB Axelspace

a new Ku-band satellite service in Myanmar. Com & Com is a

(2015), optical satellite images sales in Japan provided by U.S.

joint venture between satellite service providers OSB Investment

based Planet (2016), and ground station services (to be started

and Technology Joint Stock Company (OSB JSC) and Terabit

from Q2 of 2017). Driven by new space technology and the grow-

Wave Company, Ltd. With the iDirect-based service, Com & Com

ing IoT business environment, many LEO satellites are expected

will deliver high-speed satellite connectivity to organizations

to launch. Through this strategic alliance with KSAT, SKY Perfect

across Myanmar’s enterprise, banking and government sectors.

JSAT, No. 1 geostationary satellite operator in Asia, would like to

Com & Com has set up an iDirect hub in the region to deliver

accelerate expansion of its ground station network in the Asia-

high-quality voice and data services over Ku-band satellite, such

Pacific region and provide more reliable ground station services

as VoIP, VPN internet access, streaming media and data backup.

to global LEO satellite operators and so on. Moreover, in terms of

For government agencies, the service will provide secure, private

remote sensing services using satellite images, SKY Perfect JSAT

networking from any location, integrating agency operations.

will start joint marketing of KSAT’s existing remote sensing ser-

develop and expand KSAT’s ground station services for Low Earth

vices, and for the coming IoT era, jointly develop and start various
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Cobham and SpeedCast Forge Strategic
Partnership

maritime information services together with KSAT.

December 6, 2016 - Cobham SATCOM and SpeedCast
International Limited have concluded a global framework agree-

Air New Zealand Signs Contract for Inmarsat’s
GX Aviation Inflight Service

ment covering the provision of maritime stabilized antennas,

December 7, 2016 - Inmarsat announced that it has signed a con-
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SSL Selected to Provide LEO Spacecraft for
NASA Servicing Mission
December 8, 2016 - Space Systems Loral announced that it was

nology combined with Intelsat EpicNG satellites yielded a through-

time, intelligently classifying business critical applications such

with the goal of demonstrating tools, technologies and tech-

SingTel OTT Movie Service Aims for 2017
Expansion to Malaysia and Vietnam

put rate of 5.71 bps/Hz – another demonstration of the up to 330%

as POS, video, VoIP, and cloud apps. ActiveClassifier ensures

niques that can be implemented on future government and com-

December 12, 2016 - Cloud-based movie and TV service Hooq,

efficiency performance gains on the Intelsat EpicNG platform. This

applications are mapped to the right class of service, and in con-

mercial missions. The SSL spacecraft bus will provide the struc-

which is majority owned by SingTel, is planning to expand to

allows iDirect and Intelsat customers to exploit the full capabili-

junction with other Hughes ActiveTechnologies, delivers effective

ture and power to support the mission. SSL will also provide criti-

Malaysia and Vietnam in 2017 followed by the Middle East and

ties of the DVB-S2X standard so they can more efficiently meet

prioritization over the WAN. Furthermore, ActiveClassifier tech-

cal hardware and services for development, deployment and

other regions. Hooq already operates an over-the-top (OTT) ser-

demands for high-speed bandwidth. The tests were conducted in

nology eliminates the onerous administrative overhead typically

operations including services for mission integration, test, and

vice in five countries and it has more than three million registered

Intelsat's teleports from Oct 26-28, 2016 on the Intelsat 29e satel-

associated with defining fixed traffic rules and access lists.

launch.

users since starting in early 2015, but its target market is one bil-

lite, running on an iQ remote installed in Atlanta and iDirect's new

lion people. The company uses Amazon Web Services, Akamai

Universal Line Card and Hub chassis installed in Mountainside,

Newtec Appoints Sjoerd De Clerck as a New
Sales Vice-President for the Asia-Pacific
Region

and Microsoft Azure for its movies and TV programmes. The

MD. The successful tests included the operation of DVB-S2X carri-

Orbital ATK Successfully Launches NASA's
CYGNSS Spacecraft aboard Pegasus Rocket

Singtel group has a 67% stake in Hooq and the other two share-

ers with 64APSK, 128APSK and 256APSK modulation and coding,

December 15, 2016 - Orbital ATK announced that its Pegasus

holders are Warner Brothers and Sony Pictures, splitting the

and roll-off factors of 5%. The user data tests demonstrated sub-

rocket successfully launched the Cyclone Global Navigation

December 8, 2016 - Newtec has appointed a new sales Vice-

remaining 33% evenly. The company was launched to compete

stantial efficiency improvements reaching an industry-leading 5.71

Satellite System (CYGNSS) satellite for NASA. The successful

President for the Asia-Pacific region. Sjoerd De Clerck will be

against Netflix in the region. The company is already available to

bps/Hz in throughput per remote.

launch was the 29th consecutive successful mission for the

responsible for leading the Asia-Pacific team and ensuring the

Globe Telecom customers in the Philippines, where the service

company’s continued growth across the continents. The appoint-

launched in early 2015, and has since expanded to Telkomsel in

ment follows Newtec’s partnership with leading Asian players
and several important customer wins. All leading satellite opera-

relocate an existing U.S. government satellite already in LEO orbit

world's first privately developed commercial rocket. Pegasus is

Indonesia, AIS in Thailand, Airtel in India and Singtel in

SpeedCast Launches ‘SpeedMail Business
Unlimited’

Singapore.

December 13, 2016 - SpeedCast International has announced the

into low-Earth orbit. As the only NASA Launch Services Category

official release of SpeedMail Business Unlimited, a revolutionary

3 vehicle in the small-launch class, Pegasus is certified to launch

service bundle offering unlimited business email for the maritime

NASA's most valuable satellites. The CYGNSS constellation of

industry. The SpeedMail Business Unlimited solution is based on

eight satellites is a NASA Earth System Science Pathfinder

tions at Barco N.V. – a global technology company that designs

Digicel Pacific and O3b Networks bring 4G/LTE
Connectivity to Remote Micronesian Island of
Nauru

the SIGMA Net platform using SpeedMail+, a primary VSAT con-

Mission that will collect space-based measurements of the inner

and develops virtualization solutions for a variety of professional

December 12, 2016 - O3b Networks announced that Telco compa-

nection and an MSS backup link. The SpeedMail Business

core of tropical cyclones. The CYGNSS constellation will provide

markets – where he held various VP positions. He will be based

ny Digicel Pacific has signed an agreement to increase satellite

Unlimited package is designed to provide maritime business con-

scientists and meteorologists with the data necessary to improve

at Newtec’s Singapore office and report to Newtec’s global Chief

capacity and bring state-of-the-art mobile connectivity to the

tinuity with predictable and fixed monthly costs, removing the

tropical cyclone forecasting and tracking methods.

Commercial Officer (CCO) Thomas Van den Driessche.

remote Micronesian Island of Nauru. Digicel Pacific has been pro-

fear of unexpected overage fees. SpeedMail+ is a secure cloud-

viding connectivity over the O3b satellite-enabled network to the

based maritime email system, delivering efficient email plus file

INTELLIAN FB250R and FB500R Terminals
Approved for Use with Inmarsat’s FX Service

island since January 2015, and has since upgraded its bandwidth

transfer services between ship and shore. Managing SpeedMail+

Thales Alenia Space Signs Contract with ESA
for ExoMars 2020 Mission

by 108.6% over a series of three upgrades. With this boost in

has never been easier with SpeedMail+ Portal, a cloud-based

December 16, 2016 - Thales Alenia Space announced that it has

D e c e m b e r 8 , 2 0 1 6 - I n t e l l i a n ’s F B 2 5 0 R a n d F B 5 0 0 R

O3b’s connectivity service, Digicel Pacific has deployed 4G/LTE

management application allowing IT managers to remotely con-

signed the contract with the European Space Agency (ESA) to

FleetBroadband terminals have received final approval from

mobile services, supporting the island of Nauru in driving signifi-

figure and troubleshoot via a browser wherever their vessels are

complete activities concerning the ExoMars 2020 mission.

Inmarsat for use with the Fleet Xpress (FX) service and all associ-

cant economic and social development through enhanced mobile

located. Vessel IT Managers can also opt to use the SpeedMail+

Following recent decision by the ESA Ministerial Council to

ated Network Service Devices (NSD). With all approvals now in

services. The high-throughput, low-latency connectivity provided

domain for email, or permit SpeedCast to host a designated cor-

approve additional funding needed to pursue ExoMars pro-

place, Intellian can offer customers a complete, pre-integrated,

by O3b’s constellation of Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites will

porate email domain for their fleet.

gramme, this last tranche of the industrial contract awarded to

pre-tested, turn-key FX hardware package, including FX racks and

give Nauru residents the fast and reliable mobile data experience

sourcing of all hardware components. Customers may also create

needed to join an increasingly digitized international community.

tors, the majority of broadcasters, service providers and Satcom
partners are among customers served by Newtec in the AsiaPacific region. De Clerck’s previous appointments include posi-

customized configurations of their own. The latest generation

the leading launch system for the deployment of small satellites

Thales Alenia Space, prime contractor, marks a key step forward

HUGHES Introduces ActiveClassifier™
Technology for Wide Area Enterprise-Grade
Networks

to carry out final work for the ExoMars 2020 mission. ExoMars is

December 15, 2016 - Hughes Network Systems, LLC (HUGHES)

2016, the second ExoMars mission will also be led by ESA and

introduced the newest innovation in its suite of HughesON™

Roscosmos, who will be taking a more extensive role than on the

a joint program between ESA, the Russian space agency

data, SMS, fax, and streaming IP capability based on Inmarsat’s

iDirect's DVB-S2X Technology Unlocks the
Power of the Intelsat EpicNG Platform in Overthe-Air Tests

I4/Alphasat-satellite global broadband network, they offer out-

December 13, 2016 - VT iDirect, Inc. (iDirect) announced it has

ActiveTechnologies™ that transforms ordinary broadband connec-

previous mission. The ExoMars 2020 spacecraft comprises a

standing reliability and a robust backup to the high speed Global

completed a successful round of over-the-air tests on the Intelsat

tions into fast, application-aware enterprise-grade Wide Area

Carrier Module (CM), a Descent Module (DM) and a 300-kg rover,

Xpress constellation for business-critical services, operation and

29e satellite leveraging iDirect's next-generation iQ Series remote.

Networks (WANs). Hughes ActiveClassifier is a WAN optimiza-

carried by a Landing Platform (LP) and capable of exploring the

remote support.

iDirect's ground infrastructure platform and iQ Series modem tech-

tion technology that automatically analyzes traffic flows in real

planet’s surface for 218 Martian days, or about 230 Earth days.

FB250R and FB500R FleetBroadband terminals enable professional grade, global communications. Supporting simultaneous voice,
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Pegasus rocket since 1997 and the 43rd overall flight of the
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Roscosmos and ASI, with NASA also playing a major role. As in
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Agreement Signed between ISS-Reshetnev’s
Technology Platform and AeroNet Group

data, and more advanced features for U.S. consumers and small

December 16, 2016 - The Technology Platform “National

terrestrial broadband Internet services.

businesses coast to coast who are unserved or underserved by

Information Satellite System” led by ISS-Reshetnev Company and
signed a cooperation agreement. The agreement covers expertise

AsiaSat and GlobeCast Distribute DW's New
HD Channel on AsiaSat 7

of projects implemented by ISS-Reshetnev’s Technology Platform

December 20, 2016 - Asia Satellite Telecommunications Company

jointly with the AeroNet group, coordinated examination of and

Limited (AsiaSat) has reached an agreement with GlobeCast to

support for applications submitted to various scientific and inno-

deliver Deutsche Welle’s English-language program in HD to the

vative foundations’ competitions as well as federal and state sub-

Asia-Pacific region. DW in HD is an additional offering next to the

sidized programs. Additionally, the two parties agreed to work

existing TV channel in SD and radio services on AsiaSat 7. DW’s

together capitalizing on ISS-Reshetnev Technology Platform’s

German-language program will continue its service across Asia

expertise with a view of developing other programs within the

via AsiaSat 5. For the past 20 years, AsiaSat and DW have part-

framework of the National Technology Initiative. The technology

nered to bring German information and culture to Asia. The

platform “National information satellite system” was initiated in

enhanced service offering demonstrates their commitment to pro-

2011and is now coordinated by ISS-Reshetnev Company to act as

viding more high-quality and relevant content to Asia. The

a platform uniting business, science, education and public author-

AsiaSat fleet’s comprehensive access to Asian TV viewers has

ities. It embodies 108 Russia’s leading companies and research

enabled DW to upgrade viewing experience as well as harness

organizations working together towards a mutual aim – to devel-

audience with different language interests.

the AeroNet working group of the National Technology Initiative

JANUARY
5-7

CES 2017 t Las Vegas, USA t www.cesweb.org

15-18

PTC’17: Changing Realities t Honolulu, USA t www.ptc.org/ptc17

16

APSCC - PTC’17 Session: What do End Users Actually Want? t Honolulu, Hawaii t
www.ptc.org/ptc17

30-31

Maritime Reconnaissance and Surveillance Technology 2017 t Rome, Italy t
www.maritime-recon.com/satnews

31-1

Global Space Congress t Abu Dhabi, UAE t http://globalspacecongress.com

op and efficiently apply various space-based systems and commarket. The National Technology Initiative is the program for cre-

ViaSat and Boeing Complete Preliminary
Design Review for ViaSat-3 Satellites

ation of fundamentally new markets and the creation of condi-

December 20, 2016 - ViaSat Inc., a global broadband services and

tions for global technological leadership of Russia by 2035. The

technology company, and Boeing, today announced that

AeroNet group aims to develop unmanned aviation and near-

Preliminary Design Review (PDR) for the first two ViaSat-3 class

Earth space systems as well as complex solutions and services

satellites was completed on November 16, 2016. Concluding PDR

based on them.

is the first critical milestone toward confirming the ViaSat-3 sat-

plexes, and to increase Russia’s presence on the global satellite

ellites will satisfy performance specifications and requirements

Lockheed Martin Successfully Launches
EchoStar XIX Satellite to Power HughesNet
Gen5 Service

when operating on orbit. Completion of this step allows ViaSat

December 19, 2016 - Lockheed Martin Commercial Launch

Arizona satellite integration facility in late 2017. The first

Services has successfully launched the EchoStar XIX communica-

ViaSat-3 class satellite is expected to launch in 2019. The

tions satellite. An Atlas V 431 blasted off from Space Launch

ViaSat-3 class of Ka-band satellites is expected to provide

Complex 41, placing EchoStar XIX in orbit for customer Hughes

unprecedented capabilities in terms of service speed and flexibili-

Network Systems, LLC (HUGHES), an EchoStar company, and

ty. The first two satellites will focus on the Americas and on

marking the 139th consecutive successful Atlas launch to date.

Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA), respectively, with a third

The rocket, a United Launch Alliance (ULA) Atlas V 431, was pro-

satellite planned for the Asia Pacific region, completing ViaSat's

vided by Lockheed Martin Commercial Launch Services. For com-

global service coverage. Each ViaSat-3 class satellite is expected

mercial missions, Lockheed Martin is responsible for contracts,

to deliver more than 1-Terabit per second of network capacity,

licensing, marketing, sales and mission management of Atlas.

and to leverage high levels of flexibility to dynamically direct

EchoStar XIX will enable HughesNet Gen5, the next generation of

capacity to where customers are located.

HughesNet satellite Internet service, delivering more speed, more
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and Boeing to begin detailed design work on each satellite. The

FEBRUARY
8-11

Convergence India 2017 t New Delhi, India t www.convergenceindia.org

21-22

MilSatCom Middle East 2017 t Abu Dhabi, UAE t http://milsatcom.me/

22

SATmob: Government & Commercial Satellite Mobility Forum t Singapore t
http://www.talksatellite.com/satmob2.htm

22-24

Global Space & Technology Convention t Singapore t http://space.org.sg/index.php/gstc

first flight hardware is on schedule to arrive in ViaSat’s Tempe,

MARCH
6-9

Satellite 2017 t Washington DC, USA t www.satshow.com

6-9

ABU Digital Broadcasting Symposium 2017 t Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia t www.abu.org.my

21-22

Telecoms World Asia 2017 t Bangkok, Thailand t
www.terrapinn.com/conference/telecoms-world-asia/

21-23

CABSAT 2017 t Dubai, UAE t www.cabsat.com
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management or associate fields such as datacasting, informatics, multi-media, telecommunications, and other outer

along with satellite communications including broadcasting for the betterment of the Asia-Pacific region.
in order to discuss issues that affect the industries and to promote and accelerate the efficient introduction of outer

In order to disseminate industry related information, APSCC publishes a quarterly satellite magazine as well as a
monthly e-newsletter, which are distributed worldwide to members and others. The quarterly magazine and other
publications are available on the Web at www.apscc.or.kr.
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